BILL NO. 56-07

INTRODUCED BY: CATALANO                SECONDED BY: GREEN

A RESOLUTION TO: APPOINT 17 MEMBERS TO ASMSU’S STUDENT ALLOCATIONS BOARD

THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY ENACT:

WHEREAS, The Student Allocations Board is appointed to allocate part of the ASMSU budget to Registered Student Organizations, the Councils of Racial and Ethnic Students (CORES), the Councils of Progressive Students (COPS), and other ASMSU Activity Departments, and

WHEREAS, It is the responsibility of the ASMSU Vice President for Student Allocations to nominate undergraduate students to the Student Allocations Board through an interview and selection process, and

WHEREAS, Those nominees must be approved by the ASMSU General Assembly,

RESOLVED, The following undergraduate students shall be appointed to the Student Allocations board for the 6th Session (2019-2020 school year).

Colin Bergman  Colin Hendrickson  Bharath
Emily Chang    Alex Jasukaitis    Mamidipaka
Sarah Chynoweth Konstantino     Amanda Robinson
Josh Corsi      Karavitis         Bryan Scutari
Hassan Elhajdiab Yonglong Li    Rachel Striks
Chris Eyke     Serena Luplow     Gavyn Webb
               Elaina White